Guillaumet, and Mermoz were among the first pilots to fly with the company, and they opened numerous routes on the continent. Le Corbusier had the chance to participate in flights with these pilots over what he called the "integral" landscape of South America. Saint-Exupery described his experiences of flight in one of the most important literary works at the time,Vol de Nuit, while Le Corbusier described his in Precisions (1930) and Aircraft (1935) . The urban design sketches for South American cities remained at elementary and conceptual levels. (Fig. only enabled him to see the geographic "truth"" of the vast landscape where he discovered the "law of the meander"" of South American rivers but also improved the optical perimeter of world watching.
Moreover, it gave him what Bruno Pedretti calls "a cosmically atomized way of operating,"" on a front continentally stretched. For Le Corbusier these flights did not simply celebrate and use aerial altitudes for innovative ends, but they also implied discovering a terrestrial morphology that provoked ontological and ethical inquiries. Among the many literary works that Le Corbusier carried with him during these flights were Nietzsche's Genealogy of Morals and Gide's Subterrain," whose "polemics" found bold analogies in Le Corbusier's radical rejection of the "existing world" which he could now see as well as reform with "godly" omnipotence allowed by the hyperfunctional glance of the airplane. His rhetorical note on the subject of aerial views: "The airplane = philosophy/thematic performance and no longer joy of the senses," brings to the fore what Pierre-Alain Croset calls a condition of detachment (a moral condition in which a mental model is formed around aerial vision) which can be the premise for what Le Corbusier calls a "desire to change something in the existing world."" Seen in the colonial context of Plan Obus in Algiers (Fig.4) , the aerial gaze becomes doubly significant.
On the one hand, it is a rediscovery of a world hitherto unknown from a privileged observation point in the sky; on the other, it is a kind of politicized aerial reconnaissance used to reprogram the existing city through an artificial terrain of megastructures.
These megastructures acquire a planetary scale and an atmospheric composition, more intelligible from above than from below where the real city and its inhabitants existan intervention critiqued in reversed the ratio of the port city-interior city in favor of the port city." 1 The port cities became the locus of territorial expansion as they provided a convenient extraction point of resources in the age of maritime activities. As the colonial project had its foundation in the maritime prowess of the European imperial powers, colonial urbanism developed around a network of port cities. In the case of North Africa, port cities-both old revived ones (Algiers, Tunis, and Alexandria) or new ones (Casablanca, Ismailiya, Suez, and Port Said along the Suez Canal) began to exert control over the interior of the continent. The interior towns increasingly became resource sites, military control points, and places for an expanding European agriculture. This polarization substantiates how the mode of arrival in a territory can significantly impact the ways to discover and inhabit that territory. The earthbound arrival by ship created its own conditions for urbanism.
With aerial arrival and discovery, Le Corbusier's urban intervention marks a significant departure from the regional pattern and differential urban growth characteristic of colonial urbanism, although the Algiers project retained certain spatial hierarchies that distinguished European and local population.
Here his geographic consciousness intersected with the political strategies of what Foucault calls the "disciplinary power." For Foucault, power in modern society is not simply a global relation between the sovereign, who monopolize the source of prohibitive power, and the subjects who are subordinate to this power. The "disciplinary power"" does not proceed downwards from a single center; rather it is exercised through the entire social body in a nexus of diverse relations. The functioning of such a power system is less obvious and dependent not on oppressive force, but rather on the function of knowledge, surveillance, and transparency of people's lives. The omnipotence of Le Corbusier's aerial gaze seems to give Foucault's argument a radical twist in spatial terms. In the Corbusian program the whole territory, which he can survey most effectively and economically from a privileged distance, is internalized and then reordered by a network of inhabited infrastructures. This is not a compression of a territory by architectural means, but a dispersion in socio-spatial terms that engineers political goal. The working class, housed in the viaduct, is linearly dispersed over the region (potentially reducing the risk of uprising) but, 
